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PEAK PERFORMANCE TRAINING
Within this guide, you will find exercises and 
drills that provide instruction in how to 
perform the Peak Performance online video 
series. 
 
It is important to understand that training for 
athletic performance does not operate in a 
vacuum. Just training for speed, which out 
foundational strength will limit what you can 
achieve and heighten the risk for injury. 
 
The same can be said of doing agility training 
but not having plyometric training that will 
aid in the power, balance, and coordination 
needed to excel in decelerating, changing 
directions, and accelerating once again. 
 
As such the Peak Performance series 
provides training in the five key areas that 
athletes need to enhance their performance, 
as well as reduce the chance of injury: 
Strength, Power, Speed, Quickness, and 
Agility. 
 
Although broken out into four categories, 
many exercises and drills work in tandem 
with one another; please refer to all the 
sections if incorporating Peak Performance 
exercises and drills into your training 
regimen.
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GETTING STARTED
We recommend you always start with the two yellow resistance bands attached 
to the front and rear of the thigh straps. You can increase the resistance by 
using different colored bands as you progress or right away (based on skill 
level). 
 
On the front and back of the thigh straps, we do not recommend attaching more 
than two bands at once and attach an equal amount of resistance. 
 
Most drills and exercises use the ankle straps as either a progression or a 
starting point. Including ankle resistance in tandem with thigh resistance, gives 
you two points of resistance, closer and farther away from the main joint 
responsible for athletic movement, the hip. This provides further workload to 
your fast twitch muscle fibers, joints, and stabilizers for effective results in a 
shorter amount of time training. 
 
When using ankle resistance, we recommend starting with two yellow bands on 
your thighs and a green resistance band on the ankles. Of course, given your 
level of strength and ability, you can change the resistance levels on the thigh 
straps and ankles. 
 
As with any exercise or training session, make sure you have properly warmed 
up through foam rolling and dynamic stretching before you begin your session 
and after foam roll once again with the appropriate static stretch routine. 

DISCLAIMER 
Always consult a physician prior to any physical activity. If you experience any sharp pain, 
shortness of breath, dizziness or light-headiness while using this exercise product, stop 
immediately and contact your health provider. 



STRENGTH
Proper resistance training lays the foundation for improving sports performance so 
an athlete can jump higher, decelerate better, change direction faster, reaccelerate 
quicker and increase top-end speed. 
 
Athletes must incorporate strength exercises that mimic the movements needed 
for their respective sport while including proper resistance throughout their entire 
range of motion. this will ensure that gains made in the weight room will transfer 
to the field, court or ring. 
 
Functional strength training helps increase the amount of force an athlete’s body 
can produce through fast twitch muscle fiber strength and endurance. Increasing 
force production is vital to enhance sport-specific explosive power needed for 
jumping higher, running faster, and bounding farther. This will prepare an athlete’s 
body for the rigors of quick movements needed during competition. 
 
Also, balance and stability improve when performing functional strength exercises 
by increasing workload to joints and ligaments and challenging the core. 
 
Resistance training helps build endurance required for an athlete to perform at 
their best during a competition, and also conditions the muscles necessary for 
repeated quick reactions- helping elevate fatigue, and prevent injuries. 
 
The Peak Performance Strength training exercises are designed to strengthen 
imperative fast twitch muscle fibers lower body and stabilizers. Many of the 
exercises are single-leg for a reason. 
 
They are a great way to help your coordination, balance, and stability and force the 
body to perform the exercise on one side. As a result, the body becomes more 
efficient with greater mobility leading to a larger range of motion; hence, reducing 
the chance of injury. 
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Brace you core and step backward with your right leg, bending
at the knee and waist, lowering your hips until both knees are at
ninety-degrees or parallel to the ground. 
2. Do not let your knee touch the ground 
3. Immediately drive through the heels of your front foot
extending the hips and knees as you swing the rear leg back to
the starting position. 
4. Execute 3 sets of 6 reps per leg, either alternating legs or on
the same leg before switching.

BACKWARD LUNGE
Strengthens triple extension (hips, knees, ankles), improves mobility for 
acceleration gains and singe-leg balance. 

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

DONKEY KICKS

1. Begin the table top position, hands directly under your 
shoulders with knees hip-width apart and directly below your 
hips. 
2. Keeping your knee bent, foot flexed and abs tight, lift your 
right leg straight up behind you, flexing your glutes, until your 
thigh is parallel to the floor. 
3. Avoid shifting the hips and keep your foot extended.  
4. Bring your leg back down to starting position making sure to 
not let the knee touch the floor before you begin the next raise. 
5. Execute 3 sets of 10 reps per leg, performing on the same leg 
before switching.

Strengthens the glutes for powerful sport movements, such as leaping and 
first-step quickness, with enhanced hip stability for more agility.
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https://vimeo.com/247391375
https://vimeo.com/247392133
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Lie flat on your back, placing your heels on the edge of a box or
bench. Adjust your body so your legs are at ninety-degrees. 
2. Before you begin, widen your knees, creating continuous
resistance to your glutes and hips throughout the exercise. 
3. Brace your core and drive through your heels, thrust your hips
upward (do not overextend), squeezing your glutes as you lift.  
4. Ensure that your knees do not move inward. 
5. Hold for a moment and then slowly lower your hips to the
ground. 
6. Execute 3 sets of 10 reps   

ELEVATED GLUTE BRIDGE
Strengthens the glutes and provides full hip extension helping with 
explosive, powerful movements . 

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

FORWARD LUNGE

1. Stand with your feet hip-width apart, chest forward and 
shoulders back with hands on your hips. 
2. Brace your core and step forward with your lead leg, bending 
your knee and waist and lowering your hips until both knees are 
at ninety-degree angles. 
3. Keeping the weight in your heel, immediately push off your 
front foot extending your knees and hips until you are back at 
the starting position. 
4.  Execute 3 sets of 6 reps per leg, you can repeat the exercise 
on the same leg or alternate legs or increase the difficulty by 
doing walking lunges.

Loads the glutes and hamstrings enhancing deceleration and improves 
singe-leg balance.
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https://vimeo.com/247392484
https://vimeo.com/247392907
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Stand with your feet between hip and shoulder-width apart
and toes pointing slightly outwards. Adjust the width of your
stance to find a challenging resistance point. 
2. You can either hold a kettle bell by its horns or a dumbbell
held vertically.  
3. Keeping your core tight and an upright torso, bend and thrust
your hips back as you lower yourself down until your elbows
brush the inside of your knees.  
4. Drive through your heels and thrust your hips forward and
straighten your legs until you reach the starting position.  
5. Execute 3 sets of 10 reps to start. 
  

GOBLET SQUAT
Strengthens the posterior chain and hips for improved joint stability to 
benefiting explosive movements and acceleration.

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

HIGH KNEE STEP UP

1. Plant one foot on a platform or bench. 
2. Drive the chosen leg, extend the hips and knee, then bring 
your knee up, while swinging right arm upward in a sprinter 
motion. 
3. Pause and then lower the raised leg back down onto the floor. 
4. Throughout the movement make sure maintain and upright 
position and you knee is inline with the ankle. 
5. Execute 3 sets of 6 reps per leg, you can repeat the exercise 
on the same leg or alternate legs.

Increases leg drive and thigh strength for speed, as well as develops single- 
leg balance, critical for changing directions.
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https://vimeo.com/247394073
https://vimeo.com/247393288
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Start in the push up position, with hands shoulder-width apart 
and directly underneath your chest, with your chin slightly 
tucked in. 
2. Brace your core and quickly draw a knee into the chest. 
3. Return your knee back into the start position and then 
perform the same motion on your opposite leg. 
4. During the exercise, minimize hip rotation to increase oblique 
and hip flexor workload. 
5. Execute 6, 20 second intervals. 
  

MOUNTAIN CLIMBER
Improves cardio endurance, knee and hip mobility for speed, balance, and 
foot speed needed for agility.

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

SIDE LUNGE

1. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart, knees and hips 
slightly bent. 
2. Take a wide step with your lead leg to one side, keeping your 
toes pointed forward and the opposite leg extended, bend at 
the knee and waist, while pushing your hips back. 
3. Push off your lead leg, extend your hips and knee back to the 
start position. Repeat the exercise in the opposite direction. 
4. Throughout the movement focus on bending at the waist by 
engaging the glutes and keep the back straight. 
5. Execute 3 sets of 6 reps per leg, you can repeat the exercise 
on the same leg or alternate legs.

Greater strength of glutes and hips, as well as improved flexibility of hip 
and groin, enhancing lateral agility and quickness. 
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https://vimeo.com/247395828
https://vimeo.com/247396219
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent,
with your one foot lightly touching the floor and the other the
lead leg. 
2. Engage your core and glutes, bend and shift the hips
backward, keeping your lead leg bent and back naturally arched.
Lower your torso until it’s almost parallel to the ground. 
3. Pause, thrust your hips forward and raise your torso back to
the starting position and then repeat the movement on the same
leg. Make sure to keep the hips from rotating.  
5. Execute 3 sets of 6 reps per leg. 
  

SINGLE LEG RDL
Enhances strength to glutes and hamstrings, for better acceleration, hip 
stability for balance when changing direction or landing from a jump

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

SPIDERMAN PLANK

1. Start with your feet and arms shoulder-width apart, with arms 
bent ninety degrees and directly underneath your shoulders. 
2. Brace your core and draw the right knee toward the right 
shoulder, trying to touch the knee to the elbow. 
3. Return your right knee back into the start position and then 
alternate your leg.  
4. Execute 3 sets of 10 reps per leg, alternating legs, while not 
allowing your hips to sage or rotate. 
 

Overall stability, balance and hip mobility, facilitating greater body control 
during quick changes in direction and rotational movements.
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https://vimeo.com/247396534
https://vimeo.com/247396940
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Stand upright, knees slightly bent with your feet together. 
2. Engage your core and move your front leg forward, trying to
keep it as straight as possible, lightly tap the ground with the
front of your foot and quickly return to the starting position.  
3. Next, move your leg sideways touching the ground lightly and
then quickly returning to the starting position.  
4. Last, move your leg backwards quickly, touch your toes and
return to the starting position.  
5. during the toe taps, make sure to minimizing bending of your
knee and keeping the body upright. 
6. Perform 3 sets of 20 reps with opposite legs.

THREE-WAY TOE TAPS
Overall stability, balance and hip mobility, facilitating greater body control 
during quick changes in direction and rotational movements.

10

https://vimeo.com/247406754


POWER
Most sports movements are rapid and demand higher power output. Through 
power training, athletes improve their ability to contract their muscles quickly 
thereby improving the rate of force production, which leads to greater power. 
 
Although there are a variety of power training methods, plyometrics is a highly 
effective technique. It translates maximal strength (the highest level of force an 
athlete can possibly generate) into the explosive power needed for team and 
individual sports. 
 
Plyometrics drills involve quick, powerful movement using the stretch-shortening 
cycle. The stretch-shortening cycle has three phases: eccentric, amortization, and 
the concentric phase. 
 
During the eccentric phase or the lengthening phase, the muscles get longer to 
slow the body down and store potential energy. The amortization or loading phase 
is the most important of the three as it transfers that stored energy and releases it. 
During the concentric or the firing phase,  muscles contract quickly and forcefully 
produce a powerful movement. 
 
Lower body plyometric exercises include various types of jumping, hopping, and 
skipping. All are vital to improving speed, quickness, and agility performance. 
 
Key points to remember when plyometric training for the lower body: 
 
 
 
 
Our Peak Performance Plyometric Exercises are based on explosive techniques to 
lay the prime the body for speed, quickness and agility training. 
 
A solid foundation of strength is need to safely perform plyometric exercises. Refer 
to the Strength section of this guide to incorporate the exercises/drills alongside 
your training routine. 

Perform on a soft surface  
Land softly 
Minimize the amount of contact time with the ground 

Click Picture For Video
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Begin with one foot on a box or bench and the other foot on
the floor.  
2. Brace your core and push off of both feet. While in the air,
switch feet so the opposite toes quickly touch the platform and
the original foot lands lightly on the floor.  
3. Immediately jump again alternating toe taps. 
4. Use opposite arm swings to increase tempo and minimize
 ground contact time, while maintaining an upright torso. 
5. Perform 6, 10 second intervals. 
  

BOX TOE TAPS
Activates the quads, calves, and hamstrings to improve first-step 
quickness, acceleration and foot speed.

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

HIGH KNEE BOUNDS

1. Push off your back leg and start a skipping pattern. 
2. Drive your lead leg up as high as possible forming a ninety- 
degree angle, while extending and striking your back leg into 
the ground. 
3. As your alternate legs, minimize contact time with the ground. 
4. Explode through you back leg and use opposite arm drives to 
gain height and distance between bounds. 
5. Bounding 5 times per leg is 1 rep, perform 6 reps.  
 
 

Improves powerful knee drive and explosive extension of the hips, knees, 
and ankles for gains in vertical jumping and faster leg turnover.
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https://vimeo.com/289531402
https://vimeo.com/247391768
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Stand with your legs shoulder-width apart and knees slightly
bent. 
2. Engage your core and then leap laterally onto your left foot,
with your hips shifting backwards, while you bring the right leg
behind you left. Use opposite arm swings as you bound side to
side 
3. After you have absorbed the landing, immediately extend
your hips, jumping laterally landing on your right leg while you
bring your left leg behind your right. 
4. Perform 6, 15 second intervals. 
 
  

ICE SKATERS
Improves lateral explosiveness, acceleration and deceleration needed for 
quick lateral changes in direction.

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

JUMP LUNGE

1. Stand with your feet together shoulder width apart, take a 
step back with one foot back and sink the hips down so that 
both legs form right angles. 
2. Quickly, drive both feet into the floor and launch your body 
upward fully extending your knees and hips while swinging 
your arms to help momentum. 
3. As you jump in the air, bring your feet quickly together and 
switch positions allowing your hips and knees to bend deeply to 
absorb the landing.  
4. Continue scissoring and alternating legs in the lunge position. 
5. Execute 3 sets, 6 reps per leg. 
 

Greater single-leg explosiveness, stability, balance, acceleration, and 
deceleration needed for agility.
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https://vimeo.com/247394692
https://vimeo.com/247394991
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. To begin, push off your back leg, jumping up and forward.  
2. Drive your knee as high as possible and then strike it into the
ground. 
3. Quickly, drive through the balls of your feet and focus on
pushing force into the ground. 
4. The key, explode quickly off the ground and jump as far as
possible with each bound. 
5. Keep your body upright and square as much as possible and
using opposite arm drives to help momentum. 
6. Bounding 5 times per leg is 1 rep, perform 4 reps in total.  
 
  

SINGLE LEG BOUNDS
Improves reactive muscle strength and forces one leg to quickly cycle 
through the movement to improve acceleration and explosiveness.

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

45-DEGREE BOUNDS

1. To begin, load your hips and arms and bound to one side, 
landing on a single leg. 
2. As you absorb the landing, quickly extend your hips and use 
a powerful opposite arm drive to bound to the other leg. 
3. Continue to bound from leg to leg, emphasizing distance and 
height, while minimizing contact time with the ground. 
4. Keep your body upright and square as much as possible and 
using opposite arm drives to help momentum. 
5. Bounding 5 times on each leg is 1 rep, perform 6 reps in total.  
 

Greater explosiveness during hip, knee, and ankle extension for gains such 
as explosive vertical jumping and multidirectional change in direction..
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https://vimeo.com/287907198
https://vimeo.com/289530792


SPEED
Speed is not just how fast someone can run but is dependent on their acceleration (how quickly 
they can accelerate from a stationary position), the maximal speed of movement, and also speed 
maintenance (minimizing deceleration). 
 
To improve in all aspects pertaining to speed: proper form, knee drive, triple extension, and 
mobility are important factors that an athlete most focus on. 
 
Proper form is essential to speed training. An athlete can only run as fast as his/her technique 
will allow. Here are five components of speed technique: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Second, a strong and powerful knee drive allows the athlete to produce a faster stride rate, 
essential for greater acceleration. 
 
Also,  triple extension, the counter movement of knee drive (when your hips, knees, and ankles 
extend) plays an important role. It produces the ground force for first step quickness and propels 
the athlete to cover more ground with each leg turnover, also known as stride length. 
 
Finally, mobility is another significant part of improving speed. Through flexibility (dynamic 
stretching and static stretching), your joints will improve their range of motion (mobility).  With 
improved mobility, an athlete can move in all planes of motion, and react quickly without 
jeopardizing reaction speed, and reduce the chance of injury. 
 
The Peak Performance Speed training employs drills to increase knee drive, triple extension, and 
increase mobility. 
 
When performing speed training, there must be a solid foundation of functional strength to 
maximize gains and reduce the chance of injury and achieve more explosive force production. 
Refer to the Strength and Plyometric sections of this guide to incorporate the exercises/drills 
alongside your training routine. 

Elbows at 90 degrees (relaxed, not locked; hands drive behind hips and go to shoulders) 
Keep your ankles and toes pointed upward on the knee drive (arching your toes up toward 
your shins) 
Stay on balls of feet (drive feet under the center of gravity, pushing not pulling with legs) 
Keep your torso upright, shoulders relaxed and away from your ears, and engage your core 
(don’t collapse) 
Keep head up and straight-forward (look where you are going) 
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. To begin, skip forward, driving your lead knee as high as
possible, while keeping your back leg straight as you come off
your toe. 
2. Continue moving forward in this manner—alternating legs—
and striking the ground with your mid or forefoot while swinging
your opposite arm in unison with your lead leg. 
3. Make sure to keep your heel up and foot dorsiflexed on the
drive up, and maintain form by having the chin slightly lead the
chest. 
4. 1 rep is skipping 15 yards or 10 skips per leg. Perform a total of
4 reps.

A-SKIPS
Powerful knee drives and leg strikes for acceleration and top-end speed.

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. To begin, skip forward and drive the knee upward as you
would with an A-Skip but Instead of snapping the leg back
down, extend the leg and claw it back into the ground. 
2. Repeat the movement on the other leg. As you continue
moving forward—alternate legs—making sure to drive your
opposite arm in unison with your lead leg. 
3. The key to this drill is make sure when clawing back into the
ground your foot is flexed and toe is up while landing
underneath your hips. 
4. 1 rep is skipping 15 yards or 10 skips per leg. Perform a total  
of 4 reps.

B-SKIPS
Ensures proper foot strike location for greater stride length.
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https://vimeo.com/289532799
https://vimeo.com/289532534
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Set up 4 cones, 5 yards apart, forming a diamond pattern..  
2. Push off the lead leg and sprint to the second cone. Circle the
cone left, keeping the weight on the balls of your feet and your
eyes in the direction of the next cone. 
3. Sprint to the next cone and circle to your right, then sprint to
the third cone and circle to your left and then sprint through the
last cone for 1 rep. 
4. Make sure when you are performing the drill you are using
fast opposite arm swings cheek to cheek 
5. Perform this drill for 5 reps in each direction.

STEPS: 
1. Take a small skip forward. Drive one knee as high as possible
and then back down until the ball of your feet touches the
ground.  
2. Take another small skip forward, and rotate your hip, swing
the same leg's knee up and out to your side then quickly rotate
the leg inward and back into the ground. 
3. Take another small skip forward with your opposite leg and
repeat the forward and side knee motion. 
4. Maintain form by having your chin slightly lead your chest
and maintain heels and toes upward on the knee drives. 
5.  1 rep is skipping 15 yards or 10 skips per leg. Perform 4 reps.

C-SKIPS

DIAMOND DRILL

Greater knee drive, triple extension, mobility, and faster leg turnover. 
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BENEFIT: 
  

Develops better acceleration by keeping the feet moving when changing 
directions.

https://vimeo.com/289532308
https://vimeo.com/289529564
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Set up 5 cones, 4 yards apart, forming a T pattern. 
2. In a two-point stance, push off the lead leg and sprint to the 
second cone, brake and circle it, keeping the weight on the balls 
of your feet. 
3. Sprint to the third cone and spin left, making sure as you spin 
you keep your eyes focused on the next cone. 
4. Explode to the outer cone and circle right again and sprint 
through the opposite outer cone. 
5. Make sure when you are performing the drill you are using 
fast opposite arm swings cheek to cheek. 
6. Execute this drill for 5 reps, with opposite lead feet, circles and 
spins.

T-DRILL SPIN
Stability and balance, for more speed while braking & changing directions.

18

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

STOP AND GO

1. Place 5 cones, every 4 yards. 
2. Push off the lead leg and sprint to the second cone. 
3. Brake and double tap the ground with the balls of your feet, 
making sure your chest is over the knees, the knees over the 
toes and the butt towards the calves. 
4. Quickly accelerate and then brake at the next cone. while 
using quick arms, throughout the drill, to increase your speed. 
5. After decelerating at the fourth cone sprint through the last 
one. That is one rep. 
6. Execute 10 reps 

Ensures proper foot strike location for greater stride length.

https://vimeo.com/289530330
https://vimeo.com/289530593
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Stand with your legs hip-width apart, arms fully extended 
and hands flat against a wall, railing or other fixed surface. 
2. Lean forward so your head shoulders, hips, knees, and 
heels form a 45-degree angle. 
3. Drive your knee up so your thigh is nearly perpendicular to 
your torso. 
4. Your forward shin should be at the same angle as your 
back shin, with your toes pointed forward. 
5. Begin the sprint from the single leg stance, with one leg 
raised, drive it to the floor while your opposite leg punches 
up, and then back down, alternating leg drives and strikes.  
6. Continue alternating legs for 15 secs for 1 rep. Do 6 reps. 

WALL KNEE SPRINTS
Greater hip flexor strength and mobility to maximize stride rate and length 
for faster acceleration and top-end speed.

19

BENEFIT:
  

Improves reactive muscle strength to enhance acceleration and is a great
way to teach how to make cuts on the outside foot.

STEPS: 

W DRILL

1. Place 5 cones, 5 yards apart in a zig zag pattern forming a W. 
2. Push off your lead leg and sprint to the first cone. 
3. When you reach each cone you’ll stutter step, snap your eyes 
in the direction of the next cone and push off the outside foot to 
accelerate. 
4. Repeat the movement throughout the cones and sprint 5 
yards through the last cone. 
5. Make sure you focus each cut with your outside foot and use 
quick opposite arm drives to increase the speed of the drill. 
6. Execute this drill 5 times down and back.

https://vimeo.com/247397289
https://vimeo.com/289529792


AGILITY/QUICKNESS
Speed plays a huge factor in sports; however, unless an athlete’s sport only 
requires linear (forward) speed the ability to react and change body position with a 
maximum rate of force production is as important. 
 
To increase agility and quickness one must improve their response time to in-game 
situations, increase their ability to quickly decelerate, stabilize, change direction 
with body control and explode in a new direction. 
 
Even though there are a plethora of equipment options that one can use to 
increase agility and quickness, whether it be a ladder, cones, hurdles or your own 
body weight, there are some universal techniques an athlete must pay attention to 
maximize gains. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Peak Performance Agility/Quickness drills contain a mix of different body 
weight and agility/quickness drills that require some equipment. We touch upon 
some brief benefits of each exercise drill, along with how to execute, and a 
suggested number of reps, rounds or sets. 
 
As a reminder when agility training, performing plyometrics exercises before or in 
tandem will help to maximize gains. Refer to the Power section of this guide to 
incorporate these exercises/drills alongside training routine. 

An athlete must always work on the balls of their feet, heels slightly elevated. 
This helps improve foot speed. As they say”, light feet are quick feet.” 
When decelerating use your inside leg as the primary decelerator shift weight 
backward, lowering your hips for balance.  
When accelerating extended through the hips using your outside leg as the 
primary driver. 
Strong arm drives – elbows bent at 90 degrees and driving through from the hip 
to the shoulder to increase the tempo.  
Keep a visual focus throughout the movement, making sure to point your eyes 
in the next intended direction. 
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Stand perpendicular to the first ladder square. Your lead foot 
will depend on which direction you move down the ladder. 
2. With your lead foot, jump into the first square using a split 
jump technique, as your lead leg moves forward, your opposite 
leg moves backward simultaneously. 
3. Next, jump into the same square with your bag leg, while you 
lead leg moves outside the square. Repeat the pattern down the 
ladder until the end, then execute in the opposite direction. 
4. Stay on your toes at all times, and use opposite arm swings to 
maximize tempo. 
5. Going both ways down the ladder 1 rep. Perform 3 reps. 

ALI SHUFFLE
Activates calves, thighs, and lower body stabilizers to enhance foot speed, 
balance and coordination needed in first-step quickness.

21

https://vimeo.com/247390983
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EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

CONE GAUNTLET
Enhance stride frequency, single-leg lateral explosiveness, dynamic 
stability, and balance. 

1. Set up 7 cones, every 2 yards in a single line. 
2. In an athletic stance, perpendicular to the first cone, push off 
your  back foot and drive your lead leg as high as possible, as 
the lead leg moves back to the ground the opposite leg drives 
up. 
3. Continue this motion until your clear the last cone, pause and 
then high knee back in the opposite direction. 
4. When you high knee over the last cone, pause and then begin 
hopping over each cone with a lead leg. Hop as high as possible 
and stabilize yourself when you land. When you the clear the 
last cone, pause and then hop back in the opposite direction. 
5. When you clear last cone, you will start moving right, weaving 
between the cones forward and backward, maintaining a flat 
back, chest over your toes, hips back with fast opposite arms 
swings cheek to cheek. 
6. It is important to swing your arms as fast possible to increase 
foot speed. 
7. When you clear the last cone, you are going to perform the 
backward and forward weaves in the opposite direction. 
8. When you weave past the last cone, you have done 1 Cone 
Gauntlet round. Perform 3 rounds in total.
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PEAK PERFORMANCE GUIDE 

EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. In a single file, place 7 cones, 1 foot apart. 
2. Standing next to the first cone, quickly turn your hips side to
side, moving down the cones. 
3. Your weight should be on the inside balls of your feet and
your arms swing in the opposite direction to maintain balance
and increase hip twist speed. 
4. When you reach the end of the cones, perform the hip twists
backward for 1 rep. 
5. Execute 5 reps starting on the left and right side of the cones.

CONE HIP TWIST
This drill develops the outer hips and glutes, improving the ability to 
perform rapid changes in direction.

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 

HIGH KNEE CARIOCA

1. Find an area between 15-20 yards. 
2. Start with your feet a little wider than hip-distance apart, 
knees in a soft athletic stance. 
3. Engage your core, and then use your outside leg to push off, 
crossing it behind your front foot. 
4. Drive your outside knee above your waist as you swivel your 
hips, bringing the outside leg drive back down to the floor and 
cross it behind your back leg. 
5. Now cross your back leg forward and repeat the outside leg 
knee drive and continue movement pattern. 
6. One you’ve reached the end of your planned 
distance, reverse your direction for 1 rep. Perform 6 reps. 

Strengthens knee drive for acceleration and first step quickness, as well as 
increases hip mobility fast changes in direction.
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https://vimeo.com/289531631
https://vimeo.com/247393682


PEAK PERFORMANCE GUIDE 

EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Set up 3 cones, 3 yards apart, forming a V formation, with a
tennis ball placed on the back cone. 
2. Start in the middle of the two cones and perform high knees 5
times, heel and toes are pointed upward. 
3. Next jump off your right foot landing on your left beside the
cone.  
4. Then explode of your left jump landing on your right leg as
you reach down and grab the ball.  
5. Bound back to the first cone and then jump back to the middle
landing on a single leg.  
6. Repeat the high knees and perform the drill on the opposite
side. When you reach the back cone place the ball down.  
7. Bound back the first cone and then to the center position for 1
rep. 
8. Do this drill for 5 reps starting to your left and right.

HIGH KNEE V BOUNDS
Increases workload to your joints and stabilizers to advance acceleration, 
deceleration, and multidirectional explosiveness.
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Click Picture For Video

https://vimeo.com/289531099


PEAK PERFORMANCE GUIDE 

EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT:
  

HOPSCOTCH SQUAT
Glute, hip, and calf strength for quicker reaction time, vertical
explosiveness, and foot speed.

STEPS: 
1. Stand in front of the ladder, feet hip-width apart, with a slight
bend at the waist and knees, arms just in back of shoulders with
a slight bend at the elbow. 
2. Jump into the first square, quickly taping your toes before
hopping outside the ladder into a quick, wide squat. 
3. Spring and tap the toes into the next ladder square and then
hop back out into a squat. 
4. When you’ve reached the end of the ladder, turn and repeat
the exercise in the opposite direction.  
5. Going both directions is 1 rep. Perform 3 reps in total. 
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https://vimeo.com/247394369


PEAK PERFORMANCE GUIDE 

EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Find an area roughly 10 yards. 
2. Stand with your feet a little wider than shoulder-width apart, 
in a basic squat position, toes facing forward and hands in front. 
3. Push off with outside foot, and minimize pulling with 
your inside foot. Carry your outside foot over to where 
your lead foot was and continue this pattern in one direction. 
4. When you complete the distance in one direction, plant both 
feet and push off with the outside leg in the opposite direction. 
5. Make sure to stay on the balls of your feet and keep you toes 
pointing straight forward. 
6. Perform the shuffle there and back for 1 rep. Perform 3 reps.

LATERAL SHUFFLE
Improves lateral acceleration, deceleration, quickness to enhance fast 
changes in direction.

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Set up 3 cones, 5 yards apart, forming a triangle pattern. 
2. Facing away from the starting cone, crossover run with the
left leg in front, decelerate at the next cone, spin left. 
3. Crossover run with right leg, brake at the next cone, cut and
crossover run with your left leg until starting cone. 
4. Slow, spin left, and crossover run with your right leg.  
5. Brake, spin right and crossover run with your left leg. This will
compete the alternating pattern once. 
6. Perform the drill for 10 seconds, which equals 1 rep. Execute 4
reps in each direction.

TRIANGLE DRILL
Develops balance, stability, coordination for more efficient movements 
when changing direction, as well as deceleration and first-step quickness.
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https://vimeo.com/289530063
https://vimeo.com/247395436


PEAK PERFORMANCE GUIDE 

EXERCISES/DRILLS

BENEFIT: 
  

STEPS: 
1. Place 7 cones in a circle, 2 yards apart and 4 yards from a cone 
placed in the center. 
2. In the center, get in a transition position with your knee over 
your toes. 
3. Quickly, crossover jump, with your inside leg to the first 
outside cone, plant your outside foot, reaching for the cone. 
4. Immediately, crossover jump to the center and then crossover 
jump to the next outer cone once again. 
5. You will continue this drill in a clockwise pattern until the last 
cone, then crossover jump back to the center, plant your inside 
foot and then sprint through the 7th cone for 1 rep. 
6. Perform this drill for 5 reps circling to your left and your right. 
 

360 DEGREE CONE DRILL
This drill develops reactive muscle strength, balance and coordination 
workload, enhancing your ability to rapidly brake and accelerate in 
multiple directions.
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https://vimeo.com/289594215
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